Horton Hears a Who . . .
and You!

Have all of the children sit in a circle. Have the event leader be “Horton.”
Horton will whisper a Seuss-inspired phrase into the ear of the child to the left.
That child will whisper the phrase to the child to his/her left and so on until
the phrase gets back to the beginning. Then, the last child will say the phrase into
Horton’s ear. Horton will stand up and say what he/she has heard. Chances are
there will be elephant-sized giggles—it will be a silly mixed-up phrase!
Then Horton will tell the group what the original phrase was.

Some Seuss-errific phrases to pass around:

Horton plays in the pool
in the Jungle of Nool.

The Cat wears a tall
red-and-white striped hat.

The Lorax lives where
the Grickle-grass grows.